INFORMED CONSENT
Show Off Dance in Response to Covid-19
What a rollercoaster we have all been on as a society these last few months. We understand it has not been easy staying motivated, but
we are determined to be an outlet for our students to exercise and express themselves. It is our mission to keep you moving and keep
us connected... No matter what. Our motto is to #ShowLove, #ShowSupport, #ShowRespect, #ShowUp & FinishStrong. We believe
these values are vital in supporting a conscious and compassionate community - and we are proud to lead by that example.
Our studio is re-opening slowly, but surely. With some families eager to return to a semi-normal, we have decided to open our doors.
Beginning Sunday, 6/7 - we are welcoming students whose families feel comfortable having them train in the studio under new
temporary guidelines:

SOFT RE-OPEN STUDIO TEMPORARY GUIDELINES:
- Drop-off for Students only - No Siblings or Parents in waiting area
- Social Distancing observed
- 10 or less persons in the studio at a time
- Students must wash hands before and after class
- Handsfree Coaching
- Releases must be signed prior to participation
- Confirm / Pay in Advance to Reserve your spot
As with transmission of communicable disease like a cold or the flu, you may be exposed to COVID-19, also known as “Coronavirus”, at
any time or in any place. Be assured that our studio has been deep cleaned regularly since quarantine and is wiped down and sanitized
before and after each session. Despite our careful attention to sterilization and disinfection, there is still a chance that you could be
exposed to an illness in our studio, just as you might be at your gym, grocery store, or favorite restaurant. “Social Distancing” and
wearing of masks nationwide has reduced the transmission of the Coronavirus. Due to the nature of the service we provide, we do not
recommend masks be worn during physical activity, however, it is possible to maintain social distancing between the students, teachers
and staff. Although exposure is unlikely, do you accept the risk and release Show Off Dance of any and all liability?

🔲 YES

🔲 NO

PARTICIPANT FULL NAME - ______________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
PARTICIPANT / PARENT GUARDIAN SIGNATURE (if participant under 18)

AGE -________________

DATE - __________________________

Virtual Classes will still be available every Sunday and class videos will be updated on showoffdance.com for your practicing
convenience.
We are still here for you from the comfort of your homes.
Our students can tune into live classes weekly, and also access Pop-Up classes on Zoom & IG Live throughout the week. If you can’t
tune in for live class, no worries, because ONLINE CLASSES & TUTORIAL VIDEOS will be uploaded regularly on our Members link for
our students to access at any time. Online you can also access our monthly calendar, social feed and all updated Zoom links, so you
don’t have to scroll through text messages or emails to locate them.
We know these resources can be very beneficial to our students and hope everyone takes advantage and stays as active as possible
through these difficult times. It is also wonderful seeing each other’s faces. Students who have been tuning in are learning a lot and
growing. Thank you all for your commitment and effort. We applaud you! And to students who just aren’t digging the online format, we
totally understand. Nothing compares to us being all together in the studio. We anxiously await this day but respect the need to prioritize
our health and safety. We hope you continue practicing your routines at home and can’t wait to see you again when possible. We miss
you all so much!
To pay for SODC Online, register online and we will send you your Zoom links.
REGISTER FOR SODC ONLINE ACCESS - showoffdance.com/online

